BP Tank LN3

Case history 2012

**Products/system used:** Interplus® 356, Interseal® 670HS, Interthane® 990

**Location:** Australia

**Project owner:** BP

**Applicator:** Contract Resources

**ISO12944 environment:** C4 Industrial & Coastal

**Project size:** 3,000m² (32,292ft²)

---

**Area inspected: external steelwork**

The tank was a complete refurbishment - old paint was ultra high blasted (minimum 30,000psi) back to bare metal and recoated as per system above.

Applicators were Contract Resources who are experienced in this type of work and do much of BP Largs Bay new and repaints.

---

“After briefly inspecting the tank late 2012 it was in excellent condition with no signs of deterioration or breakdown.”